
 
 

April 2, 2018—FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Dream recording pillow announced 

SLEEPY TOWN, NY- An invention that is clinically proven to successfully record one's dreams 
while asleep was announced yesterday by sleep industry Pillow Talk Corporation.    

“With Day Dreamer everyone can have the unique experience of reliving their dreams and never 
forgetting them again. You will no longer wonder what your dreams are,” said company 
President Sarah Smith. 

The device was designed by neurologist Jim Morris and sleep specialist Tracy Lynn. “Together 
our specialists were able to blend science and comfort into the ultimate dream experience,” said 
Vice President Connor Morgan.  

In testing, the company designed a pillow that grants comfort and stability by mixing down and 
shredded memory foam. The down quickly molds to the shape of your head while the shredded 
memory foam stays firm and supportive. The Day Dreamer is sold at a price of $29.95. 

The pillow is also a device for recording dreams and connects to your phone via Bluetooth. It 
allows the customer to watch their dreams on their phone the next day. “Some of your most 
beautiful memories are dreamt of and then forgotten. That will never happen again once you 
purchase the Day Dreamer,” said neurologist Jim Morris.   

“It was the easiest and most rewarding experience of my life. Setting it up took minutes, and now 
I can watch my dreams for the rest of my life and never wonder about them again,” said retired 
teacher Ben Adams. 

“I now wake up every morning and drink my coffee while watching my dreams. It is the favorite 
part of my day,” added Sheryl Foster, who helped test the product.  

Pillow Talk is now offering its dream recording pillow for buy one get one free. Offer applies 
with the code of P1LL0WT4LK. Go online to www.day.dreamer.com for limited time offer.  
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For further information, please contact Karen Kirby, secretary of Pillow Talk  
    at 1-800-555-8255, email kkirby@gmail.com  


